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Abstract—Samples from intimate (non-linear) mixtures are
generally modeled as being drawn from a smooth manifold.
Scenarios where the data contains multiple intimate mixtures
with some constituent materials in common can be thought of as
manifolds which share a boundary. Two important steps in the
processing of such data are (i) to identify (cluster) the different
mixture-manifolds present in the data and (ii) to eliminate
the non-linearities present the data by mapping each mixture-
manifold into some low-dimensional euclidean space (embed-
ding). Manifold clustering and embedding techniques appear to
be an ideal tool for this task, but the present state-of-the-art
algorithms perform poorly for hyperspectral data, particularly
in the embedding task. We propose a novel reconstruction-based
algorithm for improved clustering and embedding of mixture-
manifolds. The algorithms attempts to reconstruct each target-
point as an affine combination of its nearest neighbors with an
additional rank penalty on the neighborhood to ensure that only
neighbors on the same manifold as the target-point are used in the
reconstruction. The reconstruction matrix generated by using this
technique is block-diagonal and can be used for clustering (using
spectral clustering) and embedding. The improved performance
of the algorithms vis-a-vis its competitors is exhibited on a variety
of simulated and real mixture datasets.
Index Terms—Unmixing, Manifold Clustering, Manifold Em-
bedding, low rank neighborhood selection.
I. INTRODUCTION
Hyperspectral imagers (HSIs) measure electromagnetic en-
ergy scattered in their field of view in the Visible to Near
InfraRed (VNIR) wavelength range (400-2500 nm) [6]. HSI
data-sets are organized into planes that form a data cube: each
plane corresponds to solar electromagnetic energy reflected off
the surface, acquired over a narrow wavelength range (spectral
channel). Each pixel, now represents the vector of measure-
ments acquired at a given location for all spectral channels –
a (reflectance) spectrum [7]. Since each material is uniquely
characterized by its (reflectance) spectrum [20], the spectra in
an HSI can be used to identify the different materials present
in the scene, making HSI an ideal tool for remote sensing
of both the earth [e.g. the Airborne Visual/Infrared Imaging
Spectrometer (AVIRIS) [14]] and other planetary bodies [e.g.
the Compact Reconnaissance Imaging Spectrometer for Mars
(CRISM) [27] and the Moon Mineralogy Mapper [29]]. Since
such sensors are generally deployed on airplane or satellite
based platforms, the scene captured by these sensors covers
a relatively large area on the ground (each CRISM pixel
corresponds to approximately 18 m on the ground; an AVIRIS
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pixel corresponds to approximately 20 m in EO-2 mode).
As a consequence the measured pixel spectrum is generally
a combination (mixture) of the spectra of the constituent
materials in the scene. The task of identifying the constituent
materials (end-members) and their fractional abundances is
referred to as the mixing/unmixing problem [18].
If one assumes that each ray of light only interacts with
single material (end-member) and that the mixing occurs at
the sensor [2], then the mixed spectrum can be modeled as
weighted (linear) combination of the end-member spectra.
This model is a good approximation in the case of coarse
checkerboard mixtures. Images of a geological scenes on the
other hand exhibit significant secondary scattering (due to the
presence of nontrivial spatial structures and/or microscopic
mixtures), in such a scenario the mixed spectrum will be a non-
linear combination of the end-member spectra. Hyperspectral
Images (HSI) of planetary/terrestrial surfaces typically cover
areas occupied by multiple microscopic (intimate) mixtures.
The mixing in these scenarios is modeled using radiative-
transfer approaches, such as the one introduced by Hapke [15].
In [32], it has been shown that the point cloud representing
intimately mixed spectra of known materials (endmembers),
if modeled using Hapke’s model can be considered as lying
near a manifold obtained by sampling an abundance simplex,
i.e. samples drawn from a mixture with N endmembers can
be modeled as a non-linear mapping of an N −1 dimensional
simplex. If the data contains more that one such mixtures the
data can be modeled as lying on different mixture-manifolds.
Unmixing of such data requires identifying the different
mixtures (manifold clustering), and retrieving the abundance
simplex for each mixture-manifold, accomplished by an em-
bedding into a lower dimensional euclidean space – such
processing leads to significant gains in terms of both future
processing (e.g. unmixing) and data storage. In the absence
of shared endmembers the mixture-manifolds appear well
separated, and simply using a clustering technique such as
N-Cuts [34] is sufficient to identify the different mixture-
manifolds, following which accurate low dimensional parame-
ter space representations (embeddings) for each of the mixture-
manifolds can be computed using manifold learning [17]. On
the other hand, if the different manifolds overlap, identifying
the different manifolds and generating quality embedding is
not as easily accomplished.
In the manifold learning literature there exists a variety
of techniques for identifying the different manifolds present
the data. The simplest approaches model the data as lying
on or near linear manifolds (affine spaces) and leverages this
expectation of linearity to aid manifold identification (see
[36] and references therein). These methods learn a similarity
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2matrix whose entries measures similarities among the data-
points, in addition the algorithms include some constraints or
penalties to ensure that the similarity matrix is block diagonal.
The Low Rank Representation (LRR) [23] which attempts to
generate a “lowest rank representation among the candidates to
represent the data”. Similarly the Sparse Subspace Clustering
(SSC) [9] attempts to find the “sparsest representation” of
the data. The Correlation Adaptive Subspace Segmentation
(CASS) [25] uses the trace Lasso norm [13] to group cor-
related data together. Most of these algorithms assume in-
dependent subspaces 1, a more recent work [28] shows that
property of Intrasubspace Projection Dominance (IPD), i.e.
only points on the same subspace as the target point are
assigned high affinities, holds even for dependent subspaces
under certain constraints on the data distribution for the `1, `2
and `∞ norms. Other algorithms such as the Local Structural
Consistency (LSC) [37] and Spectral Multi-Manifold cluster-
ing (SMMC) create a structure-dependent similarity metric
to generate suitable affinity matrices for spectral clustering.
Another approach, the Robust Multiple Manifolds Structure
Learning (RMMSL) [12], generates affinity matrices based on
tangent space alignment. Unfortunately, these algorithms do
not generate low-dimensional embedding for the data.
Manifold Clustering & Embedding (MCE) algorithms are
capable of simultaneously classifying and embedding the data.
Some algorithms like k-Manifolds [35] are based on the
assumption that there is no embedding in a lower dimensional
space that preserves all the properties captured in the high
dimensional data, but this has been shown to be false in the
case of nonlinear manifolds that only share a boundary, such
as mixture-manifolds with shared endmembers [32]. Other
popular MCE algorithms are based on the notion of reconstruc-
tion coefficients/matrices first introduced in Locally Linear
Embedding (LLE) [30]. The algorithms follow a general
scheme wherein each data-point is expressed as an affine (or
sometimes linear) combination of other points in the data-set.
In addition to this, the algorithms place some penalty on the
reconstruction coefficients to make sure that data-points on the
same manifold are “chosen” (assigned non-zero reconstruction
coefficients). This yields a reconstruction matrix that is block-
diagonal and the application of a spectral clustering algorithm
to such a matrix is sufficient to identify the different manifolds
present in the data. The reconstruction matrices can also be
used to generate embeddings like in the LLE.
Reconstruction-based methods differ mainly in the type of
constraints imposed to generate a block-diagonal reconstruc-
tion matrix. One such algorithms is the Low Rank Embedding
(LRE) [24], the algorithm reconstructs each point as a linear
combination of the other data-points, and adds a rank penalty
on the reconstruction matrix to ensure that it is block-diagonal.
In effect the LRE assumes that the reconstruction coefficients
of data-points on the same manifold have a “similar underlying
structure”, i.e. they can be reconstructed accurately by using
the same set of points. The LRE algorithm generates an
embedding of the data into a low-dimensional space using
1A group of subspaces Ui are considered independent if Ui ∩ Uj|j 6=i =
{0} and dim(Ui ∪ (∪j 6=iUj))dim(Ui) + dim(∪j 6=iUj))
the reconstruction matrix in the same fashion as the LLE.
The algorithm then performs k-means [26] on the embedding
to learn manifold memberships. While the assumption on
the structure of reconstruction coefficients is a reasonable
assumption for data which can be modeled as being drawn
linear subspaces with some distortions, in scenarios where
there are highly nonlinear manifolds different sets of points
are prioritized to reconstruct target points in different parts of
the manifold. Furthermore, the embedding scheme used only
captures the geometric properties of a neighborhood when
the reconstruction coefficients are unaffected by translation,
rotation and scaling [30]. The LLE algorithm ensures such
invariance by enforcing a sum-to-one (affineness) constraint on
the reconstruction coefficients in the neighborhood. Since LRE
does not include this constraint, the reconstruction coefficients
are no longer invariant to rigid linear transformations which
leads to distortions in the embedding.
Another example of a reconstruction-matrix based MCE
algorithm is the Sparse Manifold Clustering and Embedding
(SMCE) [8]. The SMCE attempts to find a reconstruction
matrix where each data-point is expressed as an affine combi-
nation of its k-nearest neighbors and adds an additional penalty
on the distance based-sparsity of the reconstruction coefficient
vector. The authors show that the effect of minimizing both
reconstruction error and sparsity penalty as much as possible is
that only data-points on the same manifold are assigned non-
zero weights. Creating sparse neighborhoods aids the clus-
tering objective, it throws up some issues in the embedding.
In particular, the spectral embedding technique introduced
in the LLE only preserves local relationships, and there is
no penalty if the global geometric information is distorted.
Namely, if different neighborhoods do not share points, there
is no penalty if they are embedded with different scalings
or rotations: therefore global shape is only preserved if there
is significant overlap between adjacent neighborhoods. Since
the SMCE creates very sparse neighborhoods with little or no
overlap leading to significant distortions in the global shape.
The Bundle Manifold Embedding (BME) [19] instead con-
structs two graphs - one to capture the structure of the
local neighborhood (this graph is similar to the neighborhood
graph in Laplacian Eigenmaps [1]) and another thresholded
reconstruction graph to illustrate manifold memberships. The
reconstruction graph is similar to the one constructed in LLE
except that each row is now thresholded to preserve only the
d+1 largest magnitudes (where d is the intrinsic dimension of
the manifold). The final neighborhood graph is convex combi-
nation of these two neighborhood graphs. If the first graph is
weighted heavily it would generate a faithful embedding but
the classification performance is not guaranteed, on the other
hand if the second graph is weighted heavily the classification
is expected to be better but the embedding suffers (as the
assumptions of neither the LLE or LE hold for this matrix).
A more recent technique, the Joint Manifold Clustering and
Embedding (JMCE) [31], expresses each data-point as a
convex combination of its k nearest neighbors and at the same
time adds a penalty on the magnitude of the non-zero weights
assigned to neighbors on other manifolds. While the technique
has shown some promise in clustering of hyperspectral data,
3Fig. 1. The neighborhood for a point at/near the intersection of manifolds
due to the restriction to convex reconstructions, the embedding
suffers from distortions at the boundary of the manifolds.
In this paper we propose a novel reconstruction based
approach, the Low Rank Neighborhood Embedding (LRNE),
which expresses every data-point as an affine combination of
its k nearest neighbors, in addition we also add a trace-Lasso
[13] norm penalty on the weighted neighborhood to ensure that
only neighbors on the same manifold are prioritized for the
reconstruction. Specifically, the trace-Lasso penalty prevents
neighborhood-points from different mixture-manifolds being
assigned large weights thus ensuring block-diagonality in
the reconstruction matrix. Since the reconstruction scheme
is local and affine, the LRNE reconstruction matrix can be
embedded by using a spectral embedding stage. Also, since
the LRNE does not prioritize sparsity as much as the SMCE,
the neighborhoods show sufficient overlap between adjacent
neighborhoods for better embedding. A preliminary version
of this algorithm with limited results can be found in [33].
The paper is arranged as follows: in section II we describe
the new Low Rank Neighborhood Embedding (LRNE), we
will provide both intuition and theoretical basis to show that
choosing a low-dimensional neighborhood will ensure that
only data-points from the same manifold are chosen. Follow-
ing this we will describe an optimization scheme that will
ensure the choice of such a low-dimensional neighborhood and
the steps required to generate the clustering and embedding
from the reconstruction coefficients. In section III we describe
the experiments used to compare the various MCE algorithms
and analysis of the results. We will offer concluding remarks
and avenues for further research in section IV.
II. THE LOW-RANK NEIGHBORHOOD EMBEDDING
ALGORITHM
A. The Main Idea
Given a set of points in RD, drawn from p different smooth
and sufficiently well sampled manifolds, the LLE attempts to
find the appropriate reconstruction coefficients, as [30]:
minimize
α
||x−
k∑
i=1
αini||2
subject to 1Tα = 1.
(1)
where x is the target point for which we are finding the
reconstruction coefficients, || · || is the `2 norm, N is the
set of the k nearest neighbors of the data-point x defined by
N (x) = {n1, n2, . . . nk} and αi ∈ R is the reconstruction
coefficient assigned to the neighbor ni. In scenarios where
the data lie on multiple manifolds with some overlap, the
neighborhood N (x) of a target point at/near an intersection
will contain points from all the different manifolds that overlap
at the intersection. Since each manifold is smooth and well
sampled, the neighbors drawn from each manifold will appear
to lie on a linear patch. The inset pictures in Fig. 1 show the
neighborhoods for a data-point at/near the intersection for the
example manifolds.
The LRNE attempts to select from the neighborhood N (x)
only those neighbors that lie on the same manifold as the
target point for the reconstruction. This problem can be cast
as the task of finding a subset of the neighborhood that
both successfully reconstruct the target point (according to
Eqn. (1)) and spans an affine space of the lowest possi-
ble dimension. Consider a weighted neighborhood matrix
M = [α1n1 α2n2 . . . αknk]. If we add a penalty to Eqn.
(1) based on the dimension of the space spanned by the
columns of M (which is given by rank(M)), the only way
to lower the dimensionality of such space (i.e. rank(M)) is
by zeroing out coefficients αi, corresponding to all the points
that lie on some of the manifolds. We informally refer to the
neighbors with non-zero coefficients as the points “chosen”
for the reconstruction. The penalty on the dimensionality of
the chosen set can be increased so that only neighbors lying
on one manifold are “chosen”.
Note that, if some of the chosen points do not lie on the
same manifold as the target, the reconstruction error will not
be minimized. Thus the need to simultaneously minimize the
reconstruction error and the dimension of the neighborhood
will ensure that only points on the same manifold as the target
point are “chosen”(in the absence of noise). The parameter λ
regulates the trade-off between allowing reconstruction using
some points from the wrong manifold to obtain a better
linear fit to the data when noise or local density changes are
present. As a result of the above discussion, we propose the
addition of the following dimension based penalty to the LLE
reconstruction objective:
minimize
α
1
2
||x−
k∑
i=1
αini||2 + λ rank (M)
subject to 1Tα = 1.
(2)
It is straightforward to note that for target points not close to
the intersection, Eqn. (2) can be applied as well with the effect
that no points from N (x) are excluded. The one hurdle in the
solution of the problem defined in Eqn. (2) is that the rank
function and hence the objective function defined above is not
convex. To mitigate this problem the rank function is replaced
by the nuclear norm (|| · ||∗) function which has been shown
to be a convex approximation for the rank function [5]. The
4modified objective function can be written as:
minimize
α
1
2
||x−
k∑
i=1
αini||2 + λ ||Nˆ diag(α)||∗
subject to 1Tα = 1.
(3)
where Nˆ = [nˆ1 nˆ2 . . . nˆk], and nˆi = (ni−mean(Ni))/||(ni−
mean(Ni))||. The normalization is necessary because unlike
the rank, the nuclear norm is affected by the scaling of the
columns of M or simple translation of the points. The result
of application of Eqn. (3) to the i-th target point in the data-
set is a reconstruction vector α that fills the i-th row of a
reconstruction matrix R so that Rij = 0 if xj /∈ N (xi),
otherwise the value Rij is αj .
The norm-penalty used above, i.e. ||Nˆ .diag(α)||∗ is known
as the traceLasso norm, `ΩD and was introduced in [13].
The traceLasso norm interpolates between the `1 and the `2
norms depending on the correlations between the columns of
the matrix Mˆ . Since points belonging to the same manifold
are drawn from the same affine space as the target point
they have higher correlation to the target point as opposed
to points drawn from the other spaces, therefore the penalty is
expected to approximate an `2 penalty for points on the same
manifold while behaving as an `1 penalty for neighbors on the
other manifolds, i.e. in effect assigning large reconstruction
coefficients for points on the other manifold carries a larger
penalty thus forcing only neighbors on the same manifold to
be “chosen”.
In the following subsection we will show that if certain
conditions on data distributions are met then only points
on the same manifold as the target point are used for the
reconstruction.
B. The Theoretical Background
If x 6= 0 is a data-point drawn from a union of subspaces
that is spanned by D = [Dx D−x], where Dx and D−x are
the set of points from the same subspace and other subspace
as x. Let SDx and SD−x be the subspaces spanned by Dx and
D−x respectively. Let c∗ be the optimal solution of:
min‖c‖p s.t. x = Dc (4)
where ‖.‖p refers to a general norm. Again without loss of
generality we can let partition c∗ as c∗ = [c∗Dx c
∗
D−x ]
T , then
it was shown in [28] that:
Lemma 1: Let y ∈ SDx and yˆ ∈ SD−x be any two data-
points belonging to the different subspaces. Then zDx and
zD−x , respectively, be the solutions of min‖z‖p s.t. y = Dxz
and min‖z‖p s.t. yˆ = D−xz. If we now define the point
y = x − Dxc∗Dx = D−xc∗D−x , the point y can now be said
to belong to SDx ∩SD−x . Then we have that c∗D−x = 0 if and
only if ‖zDx‖p < ‖zD−x‖p.
Proof : The proof for Lemma 1 can be seen in section III of
[28].
Lemma 2: For a point y defined as in Lemma 1, we will
have that ‖zDx‖p < ‖zD−x‖p if
σmin(Dx) ≥ kp cos(θmin) ‖Dx‖max,2 (5)
where σmin(Dx) is the smallest singular value of Dx, θmin is
the first principal angle between Dx and D−x, and ‖Dx‖max,2
is the maximum `2 of the columns of D−x.
Proof : A version of this proof only for the norms p ∈ 1, 2,∞
was shown in [28]. We will reproduce this proof with mod-
ifications to include the traceLasso norm `ΩD in Appendix
B.
σmin(Dx) provides the estimation of power in the dimen-
sion of lowest variance. In the case of dependent subspaces the
first principal angle θmin = 0, and therefore there must either
be sufficient variation in the dimension of lowest variance or
a large number of samples in Dx to ensure that the above
conditions are met. Since in the case of manifold each patch
can be modeled as being drawn from an affine spaces as
opposed to subspaces we use the technique suggested in [9]
and reconstruct each points as an affine combination of its
neighbors rather than a linear combination of their neighbors.
C. Numerical Solution
In this section we will describe an optimization scheme to
solve Eqn. (3). The equation can be rewritten as:
minimize
α
1
2
‖x−Nα‖ 2 + λ
∥∥∥∥∥∥Nˆ
 k∑
i=1
αieie
T
i
∥∥∥∥∥∥
∗
subject to 1Tα = 1
(6)
where the vector ei is a vector such that the i-th element is 1
and all the other elements are 0, where Nˆ is the normalized
neighborhood matrix described in section II. All the terms
in Eqn. 6 are convex and can be minimized using Alternating
Direction Method of Multipliers (ADMM) [3]. Using a dummy
variable the optimization problem can be written as:
minimize
α, V
1
2
‖x−Nα‖ 2 + λ‖V ‖∗
subject to 1Tα = 1
V = Nˆ
 k∑
i=1
αieie
T
i

The augmented Lagrangian for the ADMM can be written as:
L(V, α,Λ1,Λ2) = 1
2
‖x−Nα‖ 2 + λ ‖V ‖∗
+
β
2
||1Tα− 1 + 1
β
Λ1||
2
F
+
β
2
||V − Nˆ
k∑
i=1
αieie
T
i +
1
β
Λ2||2F
(7)
The ADMM decomposes Eqn. 7 into two separate optimiza-
tion problems.
Update equation for V :
V k+1 = argmin
V
L(V, αk,Λk1 ,Λk2)
V k+1 = argmin
V
λ ‖V ‖∗ +
β
2
∥∥∥∥V − T + 1βΛk2
∥∥∥∥2
F
(8)
where T = Nˆ
∑k
i=1 α
k
i eie
T
i . This equation is similar to Eqn.
(6) in Lin et al. [21] and can be updated by using a proximal
update using the singular value thresholding [4].
5Update equation for α: The next step is the optimization
with respect to α, which can be written as: -
αk+1 =argmin
α
L(V k+1, α,Λk1 ,Λk2)
=argmin
α
1
2
‖x−Nα‖ 2 + β
2
∥∥∥∥1Tα− 1 + 1βΛk1
∥∥∥∥2
F
+
+
β
2
∥∥∥∥∥∥V k+1 − Nˆ
k∑
i=1
αieie
T
i +
1
β
Λk2
∥∥∥∥∥∥
2
F
(9)
The gradient of the above equation can be written as:
−NTx+NTNα−β1F1 +β11Tα−βP +βQα = 0 (10)
Solving the above equation we get that the optimal value is
given by the stationary point
αk+1 =
(
NTN + β11T +Q
)−1 (
NTx+ β1F1 + βP
)
(11)
Update for the Lagrangian Multipliers: The Lagrangian
multipliers can the be updated as:-
Λk+11 = Λ
k
1 + β(1
Tα− 1) (12)
Λk+12 = Λ
k
2 + β(V − Nˆ
k∑
i=1
αieie
T
i ) (13)
The full Low Rank Neighborhood Embedding Scheme is
shown as Algorithm (1).
Algorithm 1 The Low Rank Neighborhood Embedding
1: Input: A set of n points X = [x1, x2, ..., xn] ∈ Rd, the
number of neighbors k and the trade of parameter λ
2: Initialize: A reconstruction matrix R ∈ Rn×n, s.t. Rij =
0, ∀i, j
3: for every point in X do
4: Find N = k−nearest neighbors of the point xi
5: while not converged do
6: Solve V k+1 = argmin
V
L(V, αk,Λk1 ,Λk2) using the
SVT as per [21]
7: Solve for αk+1 using Eqn. (11)
8: Update the Lagrangian multipliers using Eqns. (12)
& (13)
9: for j = 1 to n do
10: if (xj ∈ N (xi)) then
11: R(i, j) = αj
12: Output: The reconstruction matrix R.
D. Clustering from the Reconstruction Matrix
Based on the discussion in the previous section, the re-
construction matrices will be approximately block diagonal
with the blocks corresponding to different mixture-manifolds.
The set of data-points are modeled as the nodes in a graph
where the similarity between the nodes xi and xj is based
on the reconstruction coefficient (rij) in R and the distance
between the nodes. The similarity between the two nodes
is defined as wij =
rij/||xj−xi||2∑
t 6=i rit/||xt−xi||2 (similar to the one
defined in section 2.2 of [8]). The final step is to make this
similarity matrix symmetric, this can be achieved by setting
Wsym = max(W,W
T ). This matrix is then provided as an
input to a spectral clustering algorithm [34], [38].
E. Embedding from the Reconstruction Matrix
Since the LRNE objective function includes an affiness con-
straint, the coefficients are unaffected by translations, rotation
or scalings of the data which ensures that these coefficients
capture the “intrinsic geometric structure” of the neighborhood
[30]. Therefore, we find a low-dimensional representation Y
solving the following problem :
minimize
Y
||Y − Y R||2F
subject to Y Y T = I.
(14)
Minimizing Eqn. 14 generates the coordinates of the low-
dimensional embedding Y , centered at the origin [30]. Follow-
ing this the embeddings corresponding to each of the different
classes are separated based on the classification to generate
individual manifold embeddings.
F. A note on Time-Complexity
The CVX solver uses interior point techniques, which are
efficient but slow, and have a worst case time complexity
of the order of O(n6) [22]. Each iteration of the ADMM
algorithm has a time complexity of O(mn2) since it requires
the Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) of a m × n matrix
[11]. In comparison the SMCE has a time complexity of O(k)
(where k is number of iterations for the optimization) . The
LRE has a time complexity of O(N3), where N is the number
of points but is in general faster than the LRNE as it solves for
the reconstruction coefficients of all the data-points at once.
In the future we will look to adapt techniques such as the one
described in [22], which have been previously used to further
improve the time complexity of rank-based techniques.
III. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS
The new algorithm was tested on some simulated & real
(benchmark) hyperspectral mixture data-sets for MCE. The
performance of the LRNE is compared with the BME, LRE
and SMCE algorithms. The LRNE outperformed its competi-
tors in terms of both classification and embedding.
A. Datasets & Experiments Setup
1) The Simulated Mixtures Dataset: This dataset simulates
the scenario in which a hyperspectral imager observes several
pixels from a terrain composed intimate mixtures of different
endmembers , as in a sand beach made up of grains of different
minerals. The mixing is modeled using the Hapke [15] mixing
model. It has been shown in [32] that even if the abundance
simplex is uniformly sampled, the nonlinear Hapke mapping
produces a point cloud that exhibits a density gradient, with
higher density (of samples) near the dark endmembers and
lower density around the brighter endmembers. The exact
6nature and amount of the density gradient depends upon the
endmembers chosen in the mixture.
The data-set was chosen because of the high-dimensionality
of the ambient space and the non-uniform sampling of the
manifolds. The density gradient affects neighborhood struc-
tures at points with low density as even the nearest neighbors
are quite far away making this a hard data-set for MCE algo-
rithms. In particular this experiment focuses on two scenarios
wherein there are (i) two ternary mixtures with four unique
endmembers (i.e. two the endmembers are common to differ-
ent ternary mixtures) and (ii) three ternary mixtures with four
unique endmembers. For this experiment the spectra for the
minerals olivine, ripidolite, illite and nontronite from the from
the RELAB spectral database2 were used as endmembers. In
the first simulated experiment the dataset contains points lying
on/near 2 mixture-manifolds, with the boundary is composed
of the mixed spectra between the shared endmembers. In this
experiment the endmembers olivine and ripidolite are chosen
to be common. 1003 samples were generated by sampling each
2 − D abundance simplex uniformly and mixed spectra was
generated according to the Hapke Model. Fig. 2 (A) shows the
first three PC’s of the full dataset, points corresponding to the
different mixtures are colored differently. The second exper-
iment considers a simulated dataset with 3−ternary mixtures
formed with the same set of 4 endmembers. In this scenario
every pair of mixtures have 2 endmembers in common. The
different mixtures share different boundaries in common (3
in total) as shown in Fig. 3 (A). For each ternary mixture
753 samples were according to the Hapke Model in the same
manner as described above.
2) Particulate Intimate Mixtures: In addition to the sim-
ulated datasets, the MCE algorithms were also tested on
real dataset with two ternary particulate mixtures with two
endmembers in common. The minerals: olivine (San-Carlos),
diopside and bytownite and augite were used as endmem-
bers, olivine and diopside are the common endmembers. The
augite mineral samples have a grain size of 63 − 108 µm,
while the other mineral samples have a grain size range of
38− 63 µm. The (triangular) abundance simplices were then
sampled 66 times using a regular grid, intimate mixtures were
prepared corresponding to each abundance values. Each of
these samples were then imaged using a Micro-Hyperspec®
SWIR M-Series imaging sensor3 , to measure the sample
reflectance in the wavelength range (0.9 − 2.6 µm) with a
spectral resolution of 1.6 nm. The setup for the measurement
is shown in Fig. 4 (A). Each prepared sample was placed in the
Headwall Hyperspec Starter Kit (a prepared sample is shown
in Fig. 4 (B)). From each image some representative spectra
corresponding to the sample were extracted and put into the
dataset. The first three PC’s of the two ternary mixtures dataset
is shown in Fig. 5 (A).
3) Hyperspectral Images of a Ceramic Tile Targets:
The final dataset is a target of ceramic tiles. The target is
shown in Fig. 6 (A). Each tile in the target is approximately
1.8 cm × 1.8 cm. The target was then placed outdoors and
2RELAB Spectral Database: © 2008, Brown University, Providence, RI.;
All Rights Reserved
3Micro-Hyperspec ® is a registered trademark of Headwall Photonics, Inc..
imaged using the Micro-Hyperspec® VNIR E-Series imaging
sensor4 , to measure the sample reflectance in the wavelength
range (0.4 − 0.92 µm) . The target was placed at a distance
of 1.2 m which based on the properties of the imager leads
to a pixel size of 0.18cm. Experiments have shown that
the Micro-Hyperspec® VNIR E-Series imaging sensor has a
points spread function of about 5 × 7 pixels– which implies
some linear mixing. Once the target was imaged radiance
conversions were carried out and the approximate reflectance
was calculated by ratioing each pixel’s radiance-spectrum with
the average radiance-spectrum of the Spectralon panel (the
large white panel in Fig. 6 (A)) and multiplying each pixel-
spectra with the known Spectralon reflectance spectra. The
end-member spectra for the various tiles is shown in Fig.
6 (E). From this image we choose three mixtures, Mixture-
1 is made of the green, brown and blue tiles (highlighted
with the blue box in Fig. 6 (A)), Mixture-2 is made of the
green, brown and blue tiles (highlighted with the red box in
Fig. 6 (A)) and Mixture-3 is made of the green, brown and
black tiles (highlighted with the green box in Fig. 6 (A)). A
closeup view of the mixtures is shown in Fig. 6 (B)-(D)). The
sub-image corresponding to each picture is 41 × 63 which
means that there are 2583 samples corresponding to each
mixture. The first three PC’s of this data is shown in Fig.
7 (A). This dataset is the most complex dataset considered in
these experiments. Firstly, the dataset is measured outdoors,
which has some distortion effects such as atmosphere, variable
lighting conditions etc.. Secondly due to the regular shape of
the target, at the intersection between multiple tiles as shown
in Fig. 6 (B)), there is always more of one end-member as
compared to the others, due to this most of the pixels are quite
close to the facets and there is a large hole at the center of
the abundance simplex which can also be Fig. 7 (A). Thirdly,
the tile is larger than the estimated point spread function, this
causes there to be a large number of pure and binary mixed
pixels leading to very high density of points at the facets of
the simplex. Fourth, the tile has variable roughness due to this
there is significant variation in even the endmember spectra.
Due to these various factors this dataset suffers from more
distortions the other datasets.
B. Experiments Setup
The various algorithms are then tested on the different
datasets over variety of different settings. All the algorithms
under test feature a parameter that trades off the recon-
struction objective with a penalty on using points on the
“wrong” manifold. The BME, SMCE and LRNE are graph-
based and require a parameter k, the number of neighbors
in the k-NN graph. The BME also requires additional in-
formation on the dimensionality of the manifold each point
belongs to. For LRE, SMCE and LRNE we try the algo-
rithms for a variety of values of λ, in particular we tried
the values [0.001 0.005 0.01 0.05 0.1 0.5 1 5 10]. For
the BME we set the trade-off parameter γ from the set
[0.75 0.85 0.9 0.925 0.95 0.99 0.995 1]. The neighborhood
size is varied between 25 and 50 in steps of 5.
4Micro-Hyperspec ® is a registered trademark of Headwall Photonics, Inc..
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Fig. 3. Three Simulated Hapke mixtures data-set (a) True Labels (b) SMCE class labels (c) LRE class labels (d) BME class labels (e) LRNE class labels (f)
LLE embedding (g) SMCE embedding (h) LRE embedding (i) BME embedding (j) LRNE embedding
Fig. 4. (A) The measurement setup for real Particulate Mixtures and (B) A
prepared sample for measurement
C. Clustering Performance
The effect of the parameters on algorithm performance
is shown in Table. I for the first simulated dataset. The
LRE shows near constant performance and does not change
significantly with the change in the parameters. The BME
and the SMCE on the other hand are more sensitive to the
parameter λ/γ. Over a wide range of parameters the LRNE
show significant improvement over its competitors across the
different datasets. Across the different datasets the effect
of the parameters are quite similar. The best classification
performance over the range of parameter values each algorithm
for the different datasets is shown in Table. II.
For the simulated dataset with 2 ternary mixtures the
classification performance of the LRNE (shown in Fig. 2
(E)) outperforms its competitors. The LRE fails in terms of
classification (as shown in Fig. 2 (C)), while the SMCE and
BME have some success in identifying the different mixtures it
is less stable in the regions near the boundary with significant
density variation (shown in Fig. 2 (B) & (D) respectively).
A similar trend can be seen in the case of simulated dataset
with 3 ternary mixtures and the Particulate dataset with 2
ternary mixtures as shown in Figs. 5 & 5 (B-E). In the case
of the Ceramic Tile Target dataset none of the algorithms
are very successful and all have misclassification rates close
to 40%. While the numbers are underwhelming it quite
encouraging to note the LRNE in successful in identifying the
various mixtures in the data (shown in Fig. 7 (E)). In fact the
only misclassification seem occurs in the intersection. On the
other hand the SMCE and BME while somewhat successful
in identifying the arms (shown in Fig. 7 (B) & (D)) still
mis-classifies spectra farther into the arms as compared to
the LRNE. While the points at the intersection (i.e. spectra
corresponding to mixtures of the Green and Brown tile) are
considered misclassified in this experiment it is important to
note that these binary combination which lie on the intersec-
tion of the different mixture-manifolds are a part of all three
mixture-manifolds. Thus these “errors” are not as egregious
as placing points deeper into the arms in wrong classes.
The LRE [?] clustering fails over all the datasets, based on
this we can deduce that LRE scheme of using all points in re-
8Fig. 5. Two Real Particulate mixtures data-set (a) True Labels (b) SMCE class labels (c) LRE class labels (d) BME class labels (e) LRNE class labels (f)
LLE embedding (g) SMCE embedding (h) LRE embedding (i) BME embedding (j) LRNE embedding
Fig. 6. (A) RGB Composite of the Ceramic Tile Target (B) RGB closeups
of the individual mixture targets (C) The endmember spectra from the target
(The color of the plot matches the color of the tile)
construction and the assumption of similarity in reconstruction
coefficient structure for points on the same manifold does not
hold. The sparsity assumption of SMCE [?] does reasonably
well in terms of clustering, but in the presence of variable
density when the nearest neighbors are not from the same
manifold the clustering performance falls off a little. Inspite
of having additional information on the dimensionality of the
different manifolds the BME does not always improve on the
performance of the other algorithms. Using local techniques
and variable neighborhood size the LRNE is better equipped
to deal with both non-linearities and variable density.
D. Embedding Performance
The embeddings generated by the various algorithms for the
different datasets is shown in Figs. 2, 3, 5 and 7 (G)-(J). Since
all the different different datasets contain only ternary mix-
tures, we expect the embedding of each mixture-manifold to
be a 2−D simplex, i.e. a triangle. The embeddings generated
by LRE are untrustworthy due to its poor classification per-
formance. In the case of the BME the embeddings are highly
distorted (when classification performance is reasonable) as
the reconstruction matrix which is a thresholded reconstruction
matrix does not capture the geometric information accurately.
The SMCE embeddings show significant distortions. The
embedding technique used by all these algorithms is local, i.e.
it only preserves the geometric information captured in each
neighborhood, and there is no penalty paid for distorting the
relative position or shape of one neighborhood with respect
to another if they have no overlap. The SMCE creates very
sparse neighborhoods and there is very little overlap between
neighborhoods, which means there is a very small penalty
for distorting the relative shapes and position of different
neighborhoods, leading to embeddings with highly distorted
global shapes. The embeddings generated by the LRNE are far
more reasonable and bear closer resemblance to the expected
triangular shape.
In addition, we also attempted to make a quantitative
comparison of the embedding performance of the LRNE to
some “optimal” embeddings. Since most of the reconstruction
matrix-based schemes are based on the LLE, the LLE embed-
dings were considered optimal, and the embeddings generated
by the LRNE were compared to LLE embedding of each mani-
fold separately. In the best scenario, the embeddings generated
by the “optimal” LLE will be an approximate representation
of the parameter space “up to some affine transformation”
[10]. To check this we will estimate the abundances in the
emedded space using Fully constrained least squares [16], i.e
from the embeddings we find the estimated weights W esti for
the embedded points yi with respect to the embedded versions
of the endmembers Vy . We define the average error in the
embedding of a manifold as 13n
∑n
i=1
∥∥W esti −Wi∥∥, where
Wi are the true abundances & n is the number correctly
classified points in each manifold. [Note: - we do not consider
incorrectly classified points as the embedding error in these
cases the error is affected by the classification]. The effect
of the parameters λ and the number of neighbors k on the
embedding error of the LRNE, is shown for one of the mixture-
manifolds in the tow simulated ternary mixtures dataset in
Table. III.
In general we note that the embedding error is slightly
higher than the corresponding LLE error. For very small
values of λ incorrect points are given high priority in the
reconstruction this leading to distortion. At larger values of
λ there is better classification but higher reconstruction error.
The best embedding error for the different simulated manifolds
is shown in Table IV. In general the best embedding error
from the LRNE is very close to the individual LLE embedding
errors for each manifold as shown in Table. IV.
IV. CONCLUSION
The Low Rank Neighborhood algorithm successfully gen-
erates a reconstruction matrix that can be used for both
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TABLE I
EFFECT OF PARAMETERS ON CLASSIFICATION PERFORMANCE OF THE SIMULATED 2 MIXTURE DATASET
λ = 0.001
γ = 0.75
λ = 0.005
γ = 0.80
λ = 0.01
γ = 0.85
λ = 0.05
γ = 0.925
λ = 0.1
γ = 0.925
λ = 0.5
γ = 0.95
λ = 1
γ = 0.99
λ = 5
γ = 0.995
λ = 10
γ = 1
k=30
BME 44.87 45.31 39.48 39.93 36.59 35.99 32.15 28.61 49.90
SMCE 35.54 34.60 32.60 26.67 25.07 21.49 24.19 22.13 21.49
LRNE 49.90 49.90 2.84 10.17 12.86 19.19 24.18 28.36 28.56
k=35
BME 43.17 43.12 36.19 36.24 36.74 37.89 35.24 35.24 27.02
SMCE 37.24 36.04 34.65 26.87 25.02 21.29 23.33 22.98 21.24
LRNE 49.90 49.90 2.49 8.47 11.47 17.70 22.68 27.72 27.97
k=40
BME 45.1 43.82 43.72 43.82 44.62 44.72 34.85 35.29 27.12
SMCE 38.19 37.74 36.49 27.57 26.27 21.88 22.28 22.98 21.24
LRNE 49.90 49.90 2.54 7.28 10.77 17.35 22.28 27.77 28.51
k=45
BME 46.46 45.21 45.11 45.76 46.26 33.90 31.21 29.76 49.90
SMCE 39.03 38.68 37.74 29.61 27.37 22.48 23.13 24.68 23.13
LRNE 49.90 49.90 2.64 5.68 9.82 16.30 22.28 28.86 29.71
k=50
BME 45.66 45.46 43.67 43.72 44.22 44.52 36.04 36.04 26.57
SMCE 40.13 39.78 39.18 30.96 29.06 25.97 25.42 25.67 23.33
LRNE 49.90 49.90 2.69 4.54 8.18 15.25 21.34 29.16 29.81
LRE 46.96 46.96 46.96 46.96 46.93 44.28 42.81 44.01 44.72
TABLE II
BEST CLASSIFICATION PERFORMANCE ACROSS THE VARIOUS DATASETS
Dataset LRE BME SMCE LRNE
Simulated Dataset - 2 Ternary 42.81 5.13 14.56 2.49
Simulated Dataset - 3Ternary 41.25 7.09 11.13 6.23
Real Particulate Mixture 39.96 1.19 10.82 0.97
Hyperspectral Tile Target 46.68 41.72 42.12 40.86
manifold clustering and embedding for hyperspectral mixture
manifolds. The LRNE outperforms existing state-of-the-art
MCE algorithms over a variety of simulated and real data-
sets. The LRNE shows improved clustering especially in
scenarios where there are local variation in densities. Addi-
tionally since the LRNE allows the users to choose the size
of the neighborhood k, we can ensure that there is enough
overlap between different neighborhood patches which ensures
that the LRNE is better able to retrieve the global shape
of the abundance space. The embeddings generated by the
LRNE compare favorably to the ones generated by dedicated
embedding algorithms on each mixture manifold separately.
APPENDIX A
MATRIX NORM PROPOSITIONS
Lemma 1: The norm propositions for the different norms
are:
‖z‖∞ ≤ ‖z‖1 ≤ n ‖z‖∞
‖z‖∞ ≤ ‖z‖2 ≤
√
n ‖z‖∞
‖z‖2 ≤ ‖z‖1 ≤
√
n ‖z‖2
‖z‖2 ≤ ‖z‖ΩD ≤
√
n ‖z‖2
‖z‖ΩD ≤ ‖z‖1 ≤
√
n ‖z‖ΩD
(15)
Proof: The first three are well known propositions as
has been in mentioned in [28]. The other two propositions
are simple extensions of the of Proposition-3 in [13] which is:
‖w‖2 ≤ ‖w‖ΩD ≤ ‖w‖1
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TABLE III
EFFECT OF PARAMETERS ON LRNE EMBEDDING OF MANIFOLD-1
λ = 0.01 λ = 0.05 λ = 0.1 λ = 0.5 λ = 1 λ = 5 LLE
k=30 0.088 0.1028 0.0946 0.1383 0.1738 0.0801 0.0393
k=35 0.1068 0.1028 0.1012 0.0889 0.1830 0.0613 0.0389
k=40 0.0952 0.1014 0.1062 0.0821 0.1734 0.0519 0.0388
k=45 0.0957 0.0967 0.1001 0.0792 0.1610 0.0447 0.0388
k=50 0.0984 0.0948 0.0866 0.0887 0.1507 0.0399 0.0389
TABLE IV
AVG. ERROR IN EMBEDDING PERFORMANCE
LLE LRNE
Simulated 2
Ternary Mixture
mixture-1 0.0388 0.0399
mixture-2 0.443 0.0525
Simulated 3
Ternary Mixtures
mixture-1
mixture-2
mixture-3
Particulate 2
Ternary Mixtures
mixture-1 0.0962 0.115
mixture-2 0.0688 0.0687
APPENDIX B
PROOF OF LEMMA 2
Lemma 2: For a point y defined as in Lemma 1, we will
have that ‖zDx‖p < ‖zD−x‖p if
σmin(Dx) ≥ kp cos(θmin) ‖Dx‖max,2 (16)
where σmin(Dx) is the smallest singular value of Dx, θmin is
the first principal angle between Dx and D−x, and ‖Dx‖max,2
is the maximum `2 of the columns of D−x.
Proof: Since y ∈ {S|S = SDx ∩ SD−x}, we can write
y = DxzDx , using the SVD we have that Dx = UrxΣrxV
T
rx ,
where rx is the rank of the matrix Dx (and the num-
ber of non-zero entries in the matrix Σrx ), i.e. Σrx =
diag(σ1(Dx), σ2(Dx), . . . ., σrx(Dx)). Now, based on this
we can write:
y = UrxΣrxV
T
rxzDx
zDx = V rxΣ
−1
rx U
T
rxy
Based on the proposition in Eqn. (15) we have
‖zDx‖p ≤ ‖zDx‖1 ≤
√
n‖zDx‖2 =
√
n‖VrxΣ−1rx UTrxy‖2
(17)
Since nrx ≥ 1 and the Frobenius norm is subordinate to the
Euclidean vector norm:
‖zDx‖p ≤
√
n‖VrxΣ−1rx UTrx‖F ‖y‖2
≤
√
n√
σ21(Dx) + . . . + σ
2
rx(Dx)
‖x‖2 ≤ σ−1min(Dx)‖y‖2
(18)
where σmin(Dx) is the smallest singular value of the matrix
Dx.
Also , since y ∈ {S|S = SDx∩SD−x}, we can also represent y
as a linear combination of D−x, since it lies on the intersection
of the subspaces, i.e., we have that
y = D−xzD−x
‖y‖22 = yT y = yTD−xzD−x (19)
Now using Ho¨lder’s inequality we can say that:
‖yTD−xzD−x‖1 ≤ ‖yTD−x‖∞‖zD−x‖1 ≤ ‖DT−xy‖∞‖zD−x‖1
(20)
now substituting this result in Eqn. (19)
‖y‖22 ≤ ‖DT−xx‖∞‖zD−x‖1 (21)
now we can define ‖DT−xx‖∞ as:
‖DT−xy‖∞ = max{|[D−x]T1 y|, |[D−x]T2 y|, . . . .}
≤ ‖D−x‖max,2‖y‖2 cos θmin
(22)
where, [D−x]i, is the ith column of the matrix D−x, θmin
is the first principal angle between SDx and SD−x and
‖D−x‖max,2 denotes the maximum `2−norm of the columns
of D−x. Substituting this result in Eqn. (21) we have that:
‖y‖22 ≤ ‖D−x‖max,2 ‖y‖2 cos(θmin)‖zD−x‖1
‖y‖2 ≤ ‖D−x‖max,2 cos(θmin) ‖zD−x‖1
hence
‖zD−x‖1 ≥
‖y‖2
‖D−x‖max,2 cos(θmin) (23)
from the proposition on the p− norms, we have
kp ‖zD−x‖p ≥
‖y‖2
‖D−x‖max,2 cos(θmin)
where kp = n when p =∞ and kp =
√
n otherwise.
‖zD−x‖p ≥
‖x‖2
kp ‖D−x‖max,2 cos(θmin) (24)
For the condition ‖zDx‖p < ‖zD−x‖p, then
σ−1min(Dx)‖y‖2 <
‖y‖2
n ‖D−x‖max,2 cos(θmin)
then
σmin(Dx) > kp ‖D−x‖max,2 cos(θmin) (25)
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